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Abstract
In this paper we study projective algebras in varieties of (bounded)
commutative integral residuated lattices from an algebraic (as opposed to
categorical) point of view. In particular we use a well-established con-
struction in residuated lattices: the ordinal sum. Its interaction with
divisibility makes our results have a better scope in varieties of divisibile
commutative integral residuated lattices, and it allows us to show that
many such varieties have the property that every finitely presented alge-
bra is projective. In particular, we obtain results on (Stonean) Heyting
algebras, certain varieties of hoops, and product algebras. Moreover, we
study varieties with a Boolean retraction term, showing for instance that
in a variety with a Boolean retraction term all finite Boolean algebras are
projective. Finally, we connect our results with the theory of Unification.
1 Introduction
In this paper we approach the study of projective algebras in varieties of (bounded)
commutative integral residuated lattices. Our point of view is going to be mainly
algebraic, however the reader may keep in mind that projectivity is a cate-
gorical concept, and therefore our findings pertain the corresponding algebraic
categories as well. Being projective in a variety of algebras, or in any class con-
taining all of its free objects, corresponds to being a retract of a free algebra,
and projective algebras contain relevant information both on their variety and
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on its lattice of subvarieties. In particular there is a close connection between
projective algebras and splitting algebras, as first noticed by McKenzie [45].
The varieties of algebras object of our study are also extremely relevant in the
realm of algebraic logic. In fact, bounded commutative integral residuated lat-
tices are often called in the literature FLew-algebras, as they are the equivalent
algebraic semantics (in the sense of Blok-Pigozzi [17]) of the Full Lambek calcu-
lus with exchange and weakening. The Full Lambek calculus encompasses the
so-called subtructural logics, i.e. logics which, when formulated as Gentzen-style
systems, lack some (or none as a special case) of the three basic structural rules
of contraction, weakening and exchange. We refer the reader to [35] for detailed
information on this topic. Subtructural logics include most of the interesting
non-classical logics: intuitionistic logics, relevance logics, and fuzzy logics to
name a few, besides including classical logic as a special case. In this context,
the study of projective algebras has an interesting immediate application. In-
deed, following the work of Ghilardi [36], the study of projective algebras in
a variety is strictly related to unification problems for the corresponding logic.
More precisely, the author shows that a unification problem can be interpreted
in a finitely presented algebra, and solving such problem means finding an ho-
momorphism in a projective algebra. We will explore some consequences of our
study in this realm in Section 10.
After a section of preliminaries, our investigation starts in Section 3, where
we make use of the ordinal sum construction to obtain general results in vari-
eties of bounded commutative integral residuated lattices that are closed under
ordinal sums. In particular we show that in such varieties finite projective al-
gebras are subdirectly irreducible, and as a consequence they are also splitting
algebras. This leads us to show that the only finite projective algebra in FLew
is the two elements Boolean algebra 2. In the following Section 4, we investi-
gate the role of the Boolean skeleton of the algebras to study projectivity, and
in particular we observe that in varieties with a Boolean retraction term all
finite Boolean algebras are projective. In Section 5 we characterize projective
Heyting algebras making use of the ordinal sum construction, and in the follow-
ing section we use a similar intuition to study projectivity in the subvariety of
Stonean Heyting algebras. Section 7 investigates the role of divisibility in the
study of projectivity, showing in particular that any finite hoop is projective in
class of finite hoops, and thus that in every variety of Brouwerian semilattices
the finitely presented algebras coincide with the finite and projective ones. In
Section 8, we focus on the variety of product algebras, a variety of Stonean
FLew-algebras related to fuzzy product logic and show that finitely presented
algebras coincide with finitely generated projective algebras. To show this, we
make use of the fact that cancellative hoops share this same property, being
categorically equivalent to lattice ordered abelian groups. In Section 9 we show
immediate applications of some of our results, that can be transferred via cat-
egorical equivalences. In particular, we obtain that in the variety generated by
perfect MV-algebras (or, equivalently, by Chang MV-algebra) finitely presented
algebras coincide with the finitely generated projective algebras. This means
that for instance every finite Boolean algebra is projective, while in the variety
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of MV-algebras the only finite projective algebra is 2. Similarly, in the variety
of nilpotent minimum algebras without negation fixpoint, finitely generated and
projective coincide with finite algebras. The last section investigates our result
in the realm of unification theory, as anticipated.
We believe that our results, despite touching many relevant subvarieties of
FLew, have only scratched the surface of the study of projectivity in this large
class of algebras, and shall serve as ground and inspiration for future work.
2 Preliminaries
Given a class K of algebras, an algebra A ∈ K is projective in K if for all
B,C ∈ K and for any homomorphism h : A 7−→ C and any epimorphism
g : B 7−→ C there is a homomorphism f : A 7−→ B such that h = gf .
A C
B
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◗
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Determining the projective algebras in a class is usually a challenging prob-
lem, especially in such a general setting; if however K contains all the free alge-
bras on K (in particular, if K is a variety of algebras) then projectivity admits
a simpler formulation. An algebra B is a retract of an algebra A if there is an
epimorphism g : A 7−→ B and a homomorphism f : B 7−→ A with gf = idB
(and thus f is necessarily injective). The following theorem was proved first by
Whitman for lattices [55] but it is well-known to hold for any class of algebras.
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a class of algebras containing all the free algebras in
K and let A ∈ K. Then the following are equivalent:
1. A is projective in K;
2. A is a retract of a free algebra in K.
3. A is a retract of a projective algebra in K.
In particular every free algebra in K is projective in K.
It follows immediately that if V is a variety and A is projective in V, then
it is projective for any subvariety W of V to which it belongs; conversely if
A ∈ W is not projective in W then it cannot be projective in any supervariety
of W. Let’s also observe that the algebraic definition of projectivity is the
relativization of what projectivity means in category theory, relative to the
algebraic category whose objects are the algebras in K and whose morphisms are
the homomorphisms between algebras in K. It is also folklore that projectivity
is preserved by categorical equivalence: the projective objects in one category
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are exactly the images through the equivalence functor of the projective objects
in the other category.
As examples of success in characterizing projective algebras in interesting
classes we can quote:
• a finite lattice is projective in the variety of all lattices if and only if
it semidistributive and satisfies Whitman’s condition (W) (see [47] for
details);
• a finite distributive lattice is projective in the variety of distributive lat-
tices if and only if the meet of any two meet irreducible elements is again
meet irreducible [14];
• a Boolean algebra is projective in the variety of distributive lattices if and
only if it is finite [14]; hence every finite Boolean algebra is projective in
the variety of Boolean algebras;
• more generally [49], if A is a finite quasi-primal algebra then:
• if A has no minimal nontrivial subalgebra, then each finite algebra
in V(A) is projective;
• otherwise a finite algebra inV(A) is projective if and only if it admits
each minimal subalgebra of A as a direct decomposition factor.
• an abelian group is projective in the variety of abelian groups if and only
if it is free;
• more generally if MD is the variety of left modules on a principal ideal
domain D, then a module is projective in MD if and only if it is free (this
is a consequence of the so called Quillen-Suslin Theorem, see [50]).
In general determining all projective algebras in a variety is a complicated
task; in what follows, we will be interested in particular in projective algebras
that are also finitely presented. For any set X and any variety V we will denote
by FV(X) the free algebra in V overX . An algebraA ∈ V is finitely presented
if there is a finite set X and a compact congruence θ ∈ Con(FV(X)) such that
FV(X)/θ ∼= A. Then in particular any finitely presented algebra is also finitely
generated. Note that if V has finite type then any finite algebra in V is finitely
presented; conversely if V is locally finite then any finitely presented algebra in V
is finite. We remark that the notion of finitely presented algebra is a categorical
notion [33] and thus is preserved under categorical equivalence. The proof of
the following theorem is standard (but see [36]).
Theorem 2.2. For a finitely presented algebra A ∈ V the following are equiv-
alent:
1. A is projective in V;
2. A is projective in the class of all finitely presented algebras in V;
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3. A is a retract of a finitely generated free algebra in V.
In the sequel we will deal mainly with (bounded) commutative and integral
residuated lattices, i.e. algebras 〈A,∨,∧, ·,→, 0, 1〉 such that
1. 〈A,∨,∧〉 is a lattice;
2. 〈A, ·, 1〉 is a commutative monoid;
3. 0 and 1 are the smallest and largest elements in the ordering;
4. (·,→) form a residuated pair w.r.t. the lattice ordering, i.e. for all a, b, c ∈
A
ab ≤ c if and only if a ≤ b→ c.
Bounded commutative and integral residuated lattices form a variety called
FLew, referring to the fact that it is the equivalent algebraic semantics of the
Full Lambek calculus with the structural rules of exchange and weakening (see
[35]). As algebras they are very rich in structure and there many equations
holding in them; for an axiomatization and a list of equations we refer the
reader to [22].
There are two equations that bear interesting consequences, i.e.
(x→ y) ∨ (y → x) ≈ 1. (prel)
x(x → y) ≈ y(y → x); (div)
It can be shown (see [22] and [40]) that a subvariety of FLew satisfies the pre-
linearity equation (prel)if and only if any algebra therein is a subdirect product
of totally ordered algebras (and this implies via Birkhoff’s Theorem that all the
subdirectly irreducible algebras are totally ordered). Such varieties are called
representable and the subvariety axiomatized by (prel) is the largest subvari-
ety of FLew that is representable; such variety is usually denoted by MTL and
the reason of the name comes from the fact that it is the equivalent algebraic
semantics of Esteva-Godo’s Monoidal t-norm based logic [31].
If a variety satisfies the divisibility condition (div) then the lattice ordering
becomes the inverse divisibility ordering: for any algebra A therein and for all
a, b ∈ A
a ≤ b if and only if there is c ∈ A with a = bc.
Moreover it can be easily shown that a(a→ b) = a∧ b. FLew-algebras satisfying
(div) may be called hoop algebras or HL-algebras and they form a subvariety
denoted by HL. If an algebra in FLew satisfies both (prel) and (div) then it is
a BL-algebra and the variety of all of them is denoted by BL. Again the name
comes from logic: the variety of BL-algebras is the equivalent algebraic semantics
of Ha´jek’s Basic Logic. A systematic investigation of varieties of BL-algebras
started with [7] and it is still ongoing (see [4] and the bibliography therein).
We also need to deal with 0-free subreducts of the algebras mentioned above;
we have a very general result.
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Lemma 2.3. Let V be any subvariety of FLew; then the class S
0(V) of the zero-
free subreducts of algebras in V is a variety. Moreover if A ∈ S0(V) is bounded
(i.e. there is a minimum in the ordering), then it is polynomially equivalent to
an algebra in V.
Proof. The proof of the first claim is in Proposition 1.10 of [6]; it is stated for
varieties of BL-algebras but it uses only the description of the congruence filters,
that can be used in any subvariety of FLew (as the reader can easily check). The
second claim is almost trivial and the proof is left to the reader.
In particular:
• the variety of 0-free subreducts of FLew is the variety CIRL of commutative
integral residuated lattices;
• the variety of 0-free subreducts of MTL-algebras is the variety of com-
mutative integral representable residuated lattices CIRRL, sometimes also
called GMTL;
• the variety of 0-free subreducts of HL-algebras is the variety of commu-
tative and integral residuated lattices that satisfy divisibility, i.e. com-
mutative and integral GBL-algebras. Notice that these algebras have been
called hoops in several papers, but the original definition of hoop is differ-
ent (see [19]): a hoop is the variety of {∧, ·, 1}-subreducts of HL-algebras
(no join!). It is not true that all hoops have a lattice reduct; the ones
that do are exactly the ∨-free reducts of commutative and integral GBL-
algebras, and we will refer to them as full hoops ;
• 0-free subreducts of BL-algebras are called basic hoops [6] and the vari-
ety is denoted by BH. Basic hoops are full hoops, since the prelinearity
equation makes the join definable using ∧ and → (see for instance [5]):
((x→ y)→ y) ∧ ((y → x)→ x) ≈ x ∨ y. (PJ)
Congruences of algebras in FLew are very well behaved; as a matter of fact
any subvariety of FLew is ideal determined w.r.t 1, in the sense of [37] (but see
also [11]). In particular this implies that congruences are totally determined
by their 1-blocks. If A ∈ FLew the 1-block of a congruence of A is called a
deductive filter (or filter for short); it can be shown that a filter of A is an order
filter containing 1 and closed under multiplication. Filters form an algebraic
lattice isomorphic with the congruence lattice of A and if X ⊆ A then the filter
generated by X is
FilA(X) = {a : x1 · . . . · xn ≤ a, for some n ∈ N and x1, . . . , xn ∈ X}.
The isomorphism between the filter lattice and the congruence lattice is given
by the maps:
θ 7−→ 1/θ
F 7−→ θF = {(a, b) : a→ b, b→ a ∈ F}.
Where θ is a congruence and F a filter.
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3 Ordinal sums
A powerful tool for investigating (bounded) integral residuated lattices in gen-
eral (and MTL-algebras in particular) is the ordinal sum construction; if
A0,A1 ∈ CIRL let’s put some structure on the set A0 \{1}∪A1 \{1}∪{1}. The
ordering intuitively stacks A1 on top of A0 \ {1} and more precisely it is given
by
a ≤ b if and only if

b = 1, or
a ∈ A0 \ {1} and b ∈ A1 \ {1} or
a, b ∈ Ai \ {1} and a ≤Ai b, i = 0, 1.
Moreover we define the product inside of the two components to be the original
one, and between the two different components to be the meet:
a · b =

a, if a ∈ A0 \ {1} and b ∈ A1;
b, if a ∈ A1 and b ∈ A0 \ {1}
a ·Ai b, if a, b ∈ Ai \ {1} and a ≤Ai b, i = 0, 1.
a→ b =

b, if a = 1;
1, if b = 1;
a→Ai b, if a, b ∈ Ai \ {1} and a ≤Ai b, i = 0, 1.
If we call A0⊕A1 the resulting structure, then it is easily checked that A0⊕A1
is a semilattice ordered integral and commutative residuated monoid. It might
not be a residuated lattice though and the reason is that if 1A0 is not join
irreducible and A1 is not bounded we run into trouble. In fact if a, b ∈ A0 \ {1}
and a ∨A0 b = 1A0 then the upper bounds of {a, b} all lie in A1; and since A1
is not bounded there can be no least upper bound of {a, b} in A0⊕A1 and the
ordering cannot be a lattice ordering. However this is the only case we have to
worry about; if 1A0 is join irreducible, then the problem disappears, and if 1A0
is not join irreducible but A1 is bounded, say by u, then we can define
a ∨ b =

a, a ∈ A1 and b ∈ A0;
b, a ∈ A0 and b ∈ A1;
a ∨A1 b, if a, b ∈ A1;
a ∨A0 b, if a, b ∈ A0 and a ∨A0 b < 1;
u, if a, b ∈ A0 and a ∨A0 b = 1;
We will call A0 ⊕A1 the ordinal sum and we will say that the ordinal sum
exists if A0 ⊕A1 ∈ CIRL. Note that if A0 ∈ FLew and the ordinal sum of A0
and A1 exists, then A0 ⊕ A1 ∈ FLew. For an extensive treatment of ordinal
sums, even in more general cases, we direct the reader to [2], but here we would
like to point out some facts:
• every time we deal with a class of CIRL for which we know that the ordinal
sum always exists, then we can define the ordinal sum of a (possibly)
infinite family of algebras in that class; in that case the family is indexed
by a totally ordered set 〈I,≤〉 that may or may not have a minimum;
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• since algebras in FLew are bounded by definition, ordinal sums always exist
in that class; the same holds for the class of finite algebras in CIRL and
the class of totally ordered algebras in CIRL;
• an algebra in CIRL is sum irreducible if it is non trivial and cannot be
written as the ordinal sum of at least two nontrivial algebras in CIRL;
• every algebra in CIRL is the ordinal sum of sum irreducible algebras in
CIRL (by a straightforward application of Zorn’s lemma, see for instance
Theorem 3.2 in [3]);
• in general we have no idea of what the sum irreducible algebras in a
subvariety of CIRL may be, the best result is the classification of all totally
ordered sum irreducible BL-algebras and basic hoops in terms of Wajsberg
hoops [7].
It is possible to describe the behavior of the classical operators H,P, I,Pu
(denoting respectively homomorphic images, direct products, isomorphic images
and ultraproducts) on ordinal sums; the reader can consult Section 3 of [7]
and/or Lemma 3.1 in [2]; subalgebras are slightly more critical since there is
the constant 0 that must be treated carefully. If we have a family (Ai)i∈I of
algebras in CIRL then we can describe subalgebras in a straightforward way
S(
⊕
i∈I
Ai) = {
⊕
i∈I
Bi : bi ∈ S(A)}.
However, if we consider sums in FLew then the constant 0 is represented by the
0 of the lowermost component and so the above expression is equivocal. To get
around it when we write
⊕
i∈I Ai we will always regard the algebras Ai, i > 0
as algebras in CIRL, i.e. their zero-free reducts.
Which subvarieties of FLew are closed under ordinal sums? Better, which
equations are preserved by ordinal sums? We have no hope to make a complete
list, however the following can be easily deduced:
• all equations in the theory of FLew are preserved;
• any join-free equation in one variable is preserved;
• the divisibility equation (div) is preserved;
Hence FLew is closed under ordinal sums and so is HL. An algebra in FLew is
called n-potent (for n ∈ N) if it satisfies the equation xn ≈ xn−1; if n = 2
we use the term idempotent. The variety of n-potent FLew-algebras is called
PnFLew (and in the literature it is sometimes shortened in En), and we shall call
PnHL the largest n-potent subvarieties of HL; then they are both closed under
ordinal sums.
However, in general a proper subvariety of CIRL or FLew is not closed under
ordinal sums. For instance, we can easily construct an ordinal sum of two MTL-
algebras that is not in MTL. Indeed, consider the ordinal sum 4⊕ 2 of the four
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elements Boolean algebra 4 and the two elements Boolean algebra 2 (in Figure
1). Prelinearity fails since the join (a → b) ∨ (b → a) in the ordinal sum is
redefined to be the lowest element of 2, 02, and thus it is not 1.
0
a b
02
1
Figure 1: 4⊕ 2
The same example also shows that BL-algebras are not closed under ordinal
sums, as any other subvariety of MTL. However it can be easily checked that:
• any (possibly infinite) ordinal sum of totally ordered MTL-algebras is a
totally ordered MTL-algebra;
• any (possibly infinite) ordinal sum of totally ordered BL-algebras is a to-
tally ordered BL-algebra, since it is an ordinal sum of totally ordered
Wajsberg hoops.
We observe also:
Lemma 3.1. For a subvariety V of FLew the following are equivalent:
1. V is closed under finite ordinal sums;
2. V is closed under ordinal sums.
Proof. Clearly 1. implies 2. Suppose that V is not closed under ordinal sums;
then there is a family (Ai)i∈I such that Ai ∈ V for all i ∈ I but A =
⊕
i∈I Ai /∈
V. Then it must exists an equation p(x1, . . . , xn) ≈ 1 holding in V and elements
a1, . . . , an ∈
⊕
i∈I Ai such that p(a1, . . . , an) 6= 1. Let Ai0 , . . . ,Aik be an
enumeration of all the components of the ordinal sum that contain at least one
of the a1, . . . , an. If i0 = 0, then
⊕k
j=0Aij is a finite ordinal sum belonging
to V (since it is a subalgebra of A) in which the equation fails; if i0 6= 1 then
A0⊕
⊕k
j=0Aij is a finite ordinal sum with the same property. In any case V is
not closed under finite ordinal sums an thus 2. implies 1.
Lemma 3.2. Let K be a class of FLew-algebras with the following properties:
1. 2 ∈ K;
2. K is closed under ordinal sums.
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If A ∈ K is projective in K then 1 is join irreducible in A. If A is also finite,
then it is subdirectly irreducible.
Proof. Let 2 = {d, 1}; then f : A⊕ 2 7−→ A defined by f(a) = a if a ∈ A \ {1}
and f(div) = f(1) = 1 is an epimorphism. Since A is projective and A⊕2 ∈ K,
there is a homomorphism g : A 7−→ A ⊕ 2 such that fg = idA. If a ∨ b = 1 in
A, then g(a)∨ g(b) = 1 and since 1 join irreducible in A⊕ 2, either g(a) = 1 or
g(b) = 1; then either a = fg(a) = 1 or b = fg(b) = 1 so 1 is join irreducible in
A.
If A is finite then 1 is completely join irreducible inA; but this is well-known
to being equivalent to subdirect irreducibility for finite members of FLew (see
for instance [35], Lemma 3.59).
Since 2 belongs to any non-trivial subvariety of FLew (indeed, it is the free
algebra on the empty set of generators), given V a subvariety of FLew that is
closed under ordinal sums, the finite projective algebras in Vmust be subdirectly
irreducible. We have the following fact:
Lemma 3.3. Let V be any variety and let A be an algebra that is subdirectly
irreducible and projective in V. Then
1. U = {B ∈ V : A /∈ S(B)} is a subvariety of V;
2. for any subvariety W of V either W ⊆ U or V(A) ⊆W.
3. there is an equation σ in the language of V such that B ∈ U if and only if
B  σ;
In other words, U and V(A) constitute a splitting pair in the lattice of subvari-
eties of V.
Proof. For 1., U is closed under subalgebras by definition, under direct products
since A is subdirectly irreducible and under homomorphic images since A is
projective.
For 2., let W be a subvariety of V. If A ∈ W, then clearly V(A) ⊆ W.
Otherwise, if A /∈ W we get that W ⊆ U, since every algebra C in W is such
that C ∈ V and A /∈ S(C).
Notice that 2. implies that the two varieties U and V(A) constitute a split-
ting pair in the lattice of subvarieties of V, which implies that U is axiomatized
by a single identity, thus 3. holds.
A finitely generated algebraA satisfying 1., 2. and 3. in the previous lemma
is called a splitting algebra in V. Combining Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we
obtain the following.
Corollary 3.4. If V is a subvariety of FLew closed under ordinal sums, then
any finite projective algebra in V is splitting in V.
On the other hand, the converse holds only in very special cases. Splitting
algebras have been thoroughly investigated in many subvarieties of FLew ([4],
[2], [3], [9]), but the seminal paper on the subject is [43]. It is a consequence of
the general theory of splitting algebras (see for instance [35], Section 10) that:
• a splitting algebra is always subdirectly irreducible;
• if V has the finite model property (or FMP) for its equational theory (i.e.
is generated by its finite algebras) then any splitting algebra in V must be
finite.
Thus in subvarieties of FLew closed under ordinal sum and with the FMP, the
study of finite projective algebras is particularly relevant for the study of split-
ting algebras. The finiteness hypothesis cannot be removed, as we will see in
Section 5 below.
The problem of finding splitting algebras in FLew is solved by Kowalski and
Ono:
Theorem 3.5. [43] The only splitting algebra in FLew is 2.
Since 2 is the free algebra over the empty set of generators, we get the
following fact.
Lemma 3.6. 2 is projective in every subvariety of FLew.
Combining the two previous results, we get the following interesting fact.
Corollary 3.7. The only finite projective algebra in FLew is 2.
In contrast, in the cases of PnFLew and PnHL we get no help from the above
argument; the varieties PnHL are locally finite [19] so they have the finite model
property. The varieties PnFLew are not locally finite but they still have the finite
model property [21], thus every splitting algebra is finite. However:
Theorem 3.8. For any n ∈ N every finite subdirectly irreducible in PnFLew is
splitting and every finite subdirectly irreducible in PnHL is splitting.
The proof of the theorem above combines the results in [42] and some ob-
servations in [1], later rediscovered by N. Galatos in his dissertation [34] (for
an extended discussion about this particular topic we direct the reader to the
introduction of [4]). The variety HL has the finite model property [18] and
moreover:
Theorem 3.9. [2] An algebra is splitting in HL if and only if it is isomorphic
with A⊕ 2 for some finite A ∈ HL.
Thus we can combine the previous theorem with Corollary 3.4:
Corollary 3.10. All the finite projective algebras in HL are isomorphic with
A⊕ 2 for some finite A ∈ HL.
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If a variety V is not closed under ordinal sum, still the subdirectly irreducible
projective algebras in V must be splitting; this information (as we will see later
in this paper) can be used in representable varieties for which we have a good
description of the (finite) splitting algebras, such as BL [4] or certain subvarieties
of MTL [9]. Next we have a technical lemma.
Lemma 3.11. Let V be a subvariety of FLew with the finite model property and
let A be projective in V; if C is an infinite subset of A closed under →, then
the least upper bound of C \ {1} exists and it is equal to 1.
Proof. Assume that this is not the case, thus either the least upper bound does
not exist or it is not 1. In any case C \ {1} has (at least) an upper bound a < 1.
Since A is projective it is a retract of a suitable free algebra in V, say FV(X);
so there is an epimorphism f : FV(X) −→ A and a monomorphism g : A −→
FV(X) such that fg = idA. Let t(x1, . . . , xn) = g(a); if t(x1, . . . , xn) = 1, then
1 = f(t(x1, . . . , xn)) = fg(a) = a, a contradiction. Thus t(x1, . . . , xn) 6= 1
and so the equation t(x1, . . . , xn) ≈ 1 must fail in V; since V has the finite
model property, there must be a finite B ∈ V in which t(x1, . . . , xn) ≈ 1 fails.
This is equivalent to saying that there is a epimorphism h : FV(X) −→ B with
h(t(x1, . . . , xn)) 6= 1. Now g(C) is infinite, since g is a monomorphism, and B
is finite; so there are s, r ∈ g(C) such that s 6= r and h(s) = h(r). Without loss
of generality, we assume that r 6≤ s, then r → s 6= 1 so r → s ∈ g(C \ {1}) and
thus t(x1, . . . , xn) ≥ r → s. In conclusion
h(t(x1, . . . , xn)) ≥ h(r → s) = h(r)→ h(s) = 1,
thus h(t(x1, . . . , xn)) = 1, that is a contradiction. Hence the thesis follows.
As a corollary we ge a partial converse of Lemma 3.2.
Corollary 3.12. Let V be a subvariety of FLew with the finite model property
and let A,B ∈ V be such that A ⊕ B is projective in V (and so A ⊕ B ∈ V).
Then A is finite.
Proof. Clearly A is a subset of A⊕B closed under → such that the least upper
bound of A \ {1} is not 1; by Lemma 3.11, A must be finite.
In general if A,B,A⊕B ∈ V and A⊕B is projective, B is not necessarily
projective; however there is a weakening of the notion that is very useful in
subvarieties of FLew. An algebra A ∈ V is weakly projective in V if for any
B,C ∈ V, any homomorphism h : A −→ C and any epimorphism g : B −→ C
such that g−1(0) = {0} there is a homomorphism f : A −→ B with h = gf .
Lemma 3.13. Let V be a subvariety of FLew closed under ordinal sums. If Ai ∈
V for all i = 0, . . . , n and
⊕n
i=0Ai is projective, then Ai is weakly projective
for all i = 0, . . . , n.
Proof. Fix i ≤ n an let U =
⊕i−1
j=0Ai and V =
⊕n
j=i+1Ai; note that U, V
may be trivial if i = 0 or i = n but in any case
⊕n
j=0Aj = U ⊕ Ai ⊕ V.
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Suppose that there are B,C ∈ V, an homomorphism h : Ai −→ C, and an onto
homomorphism g : B −→ C such that g−1(0) = {0}. We will show that there is
a homomorphism f : Ai −→ B with h = gf . Consider the map g′ : U⊕B −→
U⊕C defined by g′(x) = x if x ∈ U \ {1} and g′(x) = g(x) otherwise; it follows
from Proposition 3.2 in [7] that g′ is an onto homomorphism. Similarly we can
define a homomorphism h′ : U⊕Ai⊕V −→ U⊕C, as h′(x) = x if x ∈ U \{1},
h′(x) = h(x) if x ∈ Ai and h(x) = 1 otherwise. Since U⊕Ai ⊕V =
⊕n
j=0Aj
is projective there is an f ′ : U ⊕ Ai ⊕ V −→ U ⊕ B with h′ = g′f ′. Now
g′f ′(0Ai) = h
′(0Ai) = h(0Ai) = 0C. Given that g
′−1(0C) = g
−1(0C) = {0B},
we get that f ′(0Ai) = 0B; thus the restriction of f
′ to Ai, f : Ai −→ B is a
homomorphism. Clearly gf = h and so Ai is weakly projective.
A partial converse is:
Lemma 3.14. Let V be a subvariety of CIRL; if A ∈ V and 2 ⊕A is weakly
projective in the class K = {2⊕B : B ∈ V}, then A is projective in V.
Proof. Let B,C ∈ V, h : A −→ C and g : B −→ C an epimorphism. Define
h′ : 2⊕A −→ 2⊕C and g′ : 2⊕B −→ 2⊕C as in the proof of Lemma 3.13, i.e.
to coincide with, respectively, h on A and g on B and be the identity on 2; by
definition g′−1(0) = {0} and so, since 2⊕A is weakly projective in K, there is a
homomorphism f ′ : 2⊕A −→ 2⊕B with g′f ′ = h′. Notice that f ′(0A) ≥ 0B,
indeed if otherwise f ′(0A) = 0, then g
′f ′(0A) = g
′(0) = 0 6= h′(0A); thus
f ′(0A) ≥ 0B which implies that the restriction of f ′ to A, let’s call it f , is a
homomorphism form A to B. Clearly gf = h and so A is projective in V.
4 Regular elements, Boolean elements and free
algebras
We have seen that 2 is projective in every subvariety of FLew (Lemma 3.6).
This followed from the fact that 2 is a retract of every free algebra in every
subvariety of FLew. But from this fact we can also easily derive another property
of projective FLew-algebras.
Lemma 4.1. Let V be a variety of FLew-algebras. If A is projective in V, then
A has 2 as an homomorphic image.
Thus the Boolean algebra 2 plays a relevant role in the study of projectivity
in the varieties object of this study. We will see in what follows that we can find
large subvarieties of FLew in which all finite Boolean algebras are projective, but
first we need to introduce some concepts.
Let A ∈ FLew; an element of A is regular if ¬¬a = a, and it is Boolean
if it has a complement (in the usual sense) in A. Clearly B(A) ⊆ R(A) but
the behavior of regular and Boolean elements strongly depends on two specific
equations; an algebra A ∈ FLew is pseudocomplemented if it satisfies the
equation
x ∧ ¬x ≈ 0 (PC)
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and it is Stonean if it satisfies the equation
¬x ∨ ¬¬x ≈ 1. (S)
It is easily seen that any Stonean FLew-algebra is pseudocomplemented and that
any totally ordered pseudocomplemented FLew-algebra is Stonean; so the two
concepts coincide in prelinear varieties. On the other hand, looking again at
Figure 1, 4 ⊕ 2 is pseudocomplemented but not Stonean. Indeed, using the
notation in the figure ¬a∨¬¬(a) = b∨a = 02 6= 1. Another equation that plays
a role is Glivenko’s equation:
¬¬(¬¬x → x) ≈ 1. (G)
Any subvariety of FLew satisfying (G) will be called a Glivenko variety and
the largest Glivenko subvariety of FLew will be denoted by GL. It is easy to see
that any algebra in GL is closed under ordinal sums. Moreover, any pseudo-
complemented bounded residuated lattice satisfies (G) and divisibility implies
Glivenko’s equation, thus any subvariety of HL is a Glivenko variety.
Let us state some more well-known facts: let A ∈ FLew and let R(A), B(A)
be the sets of regular and Boolean elements of A respectively. Then
• B(A) = R(A) if and only if A is Stonean;
• B(A) is the universe of a Boolean subalgebra of A;
• 〈R(A),∨r,∧, ·r,→, 0, 1〉 ∈ FLew where a ∨r b := ¬¬(a ∨ b) and a ·r b :=
¬¬(a · b);
• R(A) is a Boolean algebra if and only if A is pseudocomplemented;
• ¬¬ : A −→ R(A) is a homomorphism if and only if A satisfies Glivenko’s
equation (G).
These facts have been observed and proved in several papers (see for instance
[25] or [24]); it follows at once that if A is Stonean, then ¬¬ is a retraction of
A into the Boolean algebra of its regular elements.
Theorem 4.2. [24] Let V be a subvariety of FLew and let FV(X) be the free
algebra in V on X. If V is pseudocomplemented (i.e. each algebra is V is
pseudocomplemented), then R(FV(X)) ∼= FB(¬¬X), the free Boolean algebra on
the set ¬¬X = {¬¬x : x ∈ X}. If V is Stonean, then FB(X) is a retract of
FV(X).
Stonean subvarieties of FLew are a particular class of varieties with the prop-
erty of having a Boolean retraction term, i.e. there is a unary term t in the
language of residuated lattices such that the evaluation of t on each algebra
in the variety defines a retraction from the algebra onto its Boolean skeleton.
Varieties with a Boolean retraction term have the property that any directly
indecomposable algebra A is the disjoint union of its radical Rad(A), i.e. the
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intersection of the maximal filters of A, and its coradical CoRad(A) = {x ∈
A : ¬x ∈ Rad(A)}. As another large variety of FLew-algebras with a Boolean
retraction term, we have the ones satisfying involutivity (¬¬x = x), that corre-
spond to the subvariety of FLew generated by disconnected rotations of CIRLs (a
construction introduced in [39]). Variety with a Boolean retraction term have
been explored at length in [26]. In that paper the authors proved an analogous
of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.3. [26] Let V be a subvariety of FLew with a Boolean retraction
term, and let FV(X) be the free algebra in V on X. Then B(FV(X)) is the free
Boolean algebra on the set ¬¬X = {¬¬x : x ∈ X}.
Corollary 4.4. Let V be any subvariety of FLew with a Boolean retraction term;
then any finite Boolean algebra is projective in V.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, the free Boolean algebra on n generators is a retract
of FV(n) and hence is a finite projective algebra in V. But since every finite
Boolean algebra is projective in the variety of Boolean algebras, then it is a
retract of a suitable finitely generated free Boolean algebra; therefore every
finite Boolean algebra is a retract of a free algebra in V and thus it is projective
in V.
Thus in particular, every finite Boolean algebra is projective in any Stonean
variety. We close this section with some facts about pseudocomplemented com-
mutative residuated lattices.
Lemma 4.5. Let A ∈ FLew and suppose that A is pseudocomplemented. For
any filter F of A the following are equivalent:
1. F is a maximal filter of A;
2. if a ∈ A, then exactly one between a and ¬a belongs to F ;
3. the mapping f : A −→ 2 defined by
f(x) =
{
1, if x ∈ F ;
0, otherwise.
is an epimorphism.
This was first observed in [51] for pseudo Boolean algebras and the proof
is substantially the same in our case. Let’s observe that f in 3. is just the
natural epimorphism of the congruence θF = {(a, b) : a → b, b → a ∈ F}
(so that 1/θF = F ). Now if a ∈ F , then a/θF = 1/θf and if ¬a ∈ F , then
(¬a, 1) ∈ θF and so (using pseudocomplementation) a/θF = 0/θF . This implies
that |A/θF | = 2 and so A/θF ∼= 2.
Nest we observe that any algebra A ∈ FLew has always maximal filters; this
can be easily seen by applying Zorn’s Lemma to the set
{F : F is a filter of A and 0 /∈ F}.
As a consequence we get:
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Corollary 4.6. Let V be subvariety of FLew satisfying (PC). Then
1. 2 is a retract of any any algebra in V;
2. if A⊕B is projective in V and A⊕ 2 ∈ V, then A⊕ 2 is projective in V.
Proof. 1. is obvious from Lemma 4.5 and from the fact that 2 is a subalgebra
of any algebra in FLew. For the second, observe that, if F is a maximal filter of
B and f is the mapping in Lemma 4.5 then
g(x) =
{
f(x), if x ∈ B;
x, if x ∈ A \ {1}.
is an epimorphism from A⊕B to A⊕ 2. Since A⊕ 2 is clearly a subalgebra of
A⊕B, we get that A⊕ 2 is a retract of A⊕B. Since A⊕B is projective, the
thesis follows.
5 Heyting algebras: a test case for pseudocom-
plementation
The idempotent algebras in FLew are very well-known object calledHeyting al-
gebras; the variety HA of Heyting algebras is the equivalent algebraic semantics
of Brouwer’s Intuitionistic Logic. Moreover (by Lemma 5.1(5) below), Heyting
algebras are divisible, and can be also characterized as the class of HL-algebras
satisfying the further equation
xy ≈ x ∧ y,
i.e. HA = P2FLew = P2HL. In what follows we will deal with zero-free sub-
reducts of Heyting algebras. Such algebras are commonly called a Brouwerian
algebras, and we denote their variety by Br; bounded Brouwerian algebras are
polinomially equivalent to Heyting algebras. The fact that the product and the
meet coincide forces many equations to hold in HA; we collect some of them
(without proofs) in the following:
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a Heyting algebra and a, b, c ∈ A; then
1. if a ≤ c and a→ b = b, then c→ b = b;
2. a ≤ (a→ b)→ b);
3. ((a→ b)→ b)→ (a→ b) = a→ b;
4. (a→ b)→ ((a→ b)→ b) = ((a→ b)→ b);
5. if a ≤ b, then a ∧ (b→ c) = a ∧ c.
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Note that Lemma 5.1(5) implies that Heyting algebras are pseudocomple-
mented; since the variety of Heyting algebras is closed under ordinal sums 4⊕2
is a non Stonean Heyting algebra. Now, every Heyting algebra A is the ordi-
nal sum of sum irreducible Heyting algebras. If A is also finite and projective,
then the last component must be 2, since by Lemma 3.2 A is also subdirectly
irreducible, and subdirectly irreducible Heyting algebra are exactly the algebras
with 2 as the last component. Characterizing the finite sum irreducible Heyting
algebras is deceptively easy. An element a of a poset 〈P,≤〉 is a node if it is a
conical element: for all b ∈ P either a ≤ b or b ≤ a; for any a ∈ P the upset of a
is the set ↑ a = {b : a ≤ b}. The proof of the following lemma is straightforward
and we leave it as an exercise.
Lemma 5.2. Let A be an Heyting algebra and let a be a node. Then:
1. Aa = 〈(A \ ↑ a) ∪ {1},∨,∧,→, 0, 〉 is a Heyting algebra where
u ∨ v =
{
1, if u ∨ v = a;
u ∨A v, otherwise.
;
2. Aa = 〈↑ a,∨,∧, ·,→, 1〉 is a bounded Brouwerian algebra;
3. A = Aa ⊕A
a.
Corollary 5.3. A finite Heyting algebra is sum irreducible if and only if it has
no node different from 0, 1.
Proof. If there is a node different from 0, 1 then the algebra is sum reducible
by Lemma 5.2. Vice versa if A is finite and sum reducible, i.e. A = B ⊕ C
nontrivially, then the minimum c ∈ C is a node of A different from 0, 1.
Since in a totally ordered Heyting algebra every element is a node, from
Lemma 5.2 we also obtain the following.
Corollary 5.4. A totally ordered Heyting algebra is the ordinal sum of copies
of 2.
Any finite Boolean algebra is a sum irreducible Heyting algebra; but since
any finite distributive lattice can be given the structure of an Heyting algebra,
there are many non-Boolean sum irreducible Heyting algebras. However the
list becomes very short if we consider sum irreducible Heyting algebras that are
irreducible components of a finite projective Heyting algebra. The free Heyting
algebra on one generator FHA(x) (also called the Nishimura lattice) is an infinite
Heyting algebra totally described in [48]. In Figure 2 we see a picture of the
bottom of the lattice. In the next theorem we will denote by 3 and 4 the three
and four elements Heyting algebras respectively; clearly 3 ∼= 2⊕ 2.
Theorem 5.5. Let A be a finite weakly projective Heyting algebra; if A is sum
irreducible and has exactly two atoms then A ∼= 4.
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0x¬x
x ∨ ¬x ¬¬x
¬¬x→ x ¬x ∨ ¬¬x
¬¬x ∨ (¬¬x→ x) (¬¬x→ x)→ (x ∨ ¬x)
(¬¬x→ x) ∨ ((¬¬x→ x)→ (x ∨ ¬x))
Figure 2: The bottom of the Nishimura lattice
Proof. If a, b are the only atoms of A it is enough to show that a ∨ b = 1.
Indeed, there cannot be elements below or incomparable to a, b since they are
the only atoms, and there cannot be elements above either of them or otherwise
the lattice would not be distributive (there would be a sublattice isomorphic to
N5). Suppose then that a ∨ b < 1 in A; since A is sum irreducible it cannot
contain any node different from 0 or 1, so there has to be an element d ∈ A
covering a incomparable with a∨ b (or the symmetric case). Let F be the filter
generated by d, F = ↑ d, then it can be checked (see Lemma 4.7 in [15]) that, if
θ is the congruence associated with F , then A/θ ∼= 3. In particular, if we denote
by {0, u, 1} the universe of 3, there is a onto homomorphism h0 : A −→ 3 with
h1(a) = u. Similarly, since b is an atom (and hence the principal filter generated
by b is maximal) there is a onto homomorphism h1 : A −→ 2 with h1(a) = 0.
It follows that if we define h(y) = (h0(y), h1(y)) then h : A −→ 3× 2 is a onto
homomorphism and moreover (u, 0) generates 3× 2 (see Figure 3).
Let now f be the onto homomorphism from the Nishimura lattice FHA(x)
to 3× 2 defined by f(x) = (u, 0). Observe that
f(¬x) = ¬(u, 0) = (0, 1)
f(¬¬x) = ¬¬(u, 0) = (1, 0)
f(x ∨ ¬x) = (u, 0) ∨ ¬(u, 0) = (u, 0) ∨ (0, 1) = (u, 1)
so, by looking at Figure 2, it is clear that by order preservation f−1(0, 0) = {0}
and f−1(u, 0) = {x}. Since A is weakly projective there is a homomorphism
g : A −→ FHA(x) with fg = h. Now fg(a) = h(a) = (h0(a), h1(a)) = (u, 0);
since f−1(u, 0) = {x}, it means that g(a) = x. But x generates FHA(x) so
the map g is onto; but the Nishimura lattice is infinite and A is finite, a clear
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(0, 0)
(u, 0)¬(u, 0) = (0, 1)
(u, 1) (1, 0) = ¬(0, 1)
(1, 1)
Figure 3: The algebra 3× 2
contradiction. Hence the thesis follows.
Theorem 5.6. Let A be a finite weakly projective Heyting algebra; then A has
at most two atoms.
Proof. Let F = FHA(x, y) be the free Heyting algebra on two generators; by
Lemma 4.2 R(F) is the free Boolean algebra generated by the atoms
b1 = ¬¬x ∧ ¬¬y b2 = ¬¬x ∧ ¬y b3 = ¬x ∧ ¬¬y b4 = ¬x ∧ ¬y.
It is a nice exercise to show that the subalgebra G of F generated by b1, b2 is
infinite (see [15], Theorem 4.4). We will show that if A has at least three atoms,
thenG is a homomorphic image ofA; sinceA is finite this is clear contradiction.
Let a1, . . . , an be the atoms of A, with n ≥ 3. Set h(a1) = b1, h(a2) =
b2, h(a3) = b3 and h(ai) = b3 for i : 4 ≤ i ≤ n; then the map h : A −→ R(F)
defined by h(a) =
∨
{h(ai) : ai ≤ x} is a homomorphism. Now ¬¬ : F −→ R(F)
is a onto homomorphism and moreover if u ∈ F , u ≤ (u → 0) → 0 = ¬¬u
(Lemma 5.1(2)); so ¬¬u = 0 if and only if u = 0. Since A is weakly projective,
there is a homomorphism g : A⊕ 2 −→ F with ¬¬g = h. But then g(¬¬a1) =
¬¬g(a1) = h(a1) = b1 and g(¬¬a2) = ¬¬g(a2) = h(a2) = b2, so g restricted to
A is onto G. Thus we reached the desired contradiction.
Corollary 5.7. Let A be a finite projective Heyting algebra and suppose that⊕n
i=0Ai is a decomposition of A into its sum irreducible components. Then
An ∼= 2 and for each i < n, Ai is isomorphic with either 2 or 4.
Proof. We have already observed that An must be isomorphic with 2. If i < n,
then by Lemma 3.13 then Ai is weakly projective, hence it can have at most
two atoms. If it has only one atom, then Ai ∼= 2; if it has two atoms since it
also sum irreducible Lemma 5.5 applies. Hence Ai ∼= 4.
We will see that the necessary condition in Corollary 5.7 is also sufficient for
finite Heyting algebras, but first we need a lemma.
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Lemma 5.8. Let A,F be Heyting algebras and suppose that there is a homo-
morphism f : A⊕2 7−→ F. If B is either 2 or 4 then there is a homomorphism
f̂ : A⊕B⊕ 2 7−→ F with f̂(x) = f(x) for all x ∈ A⊕ 2.
Proof. Let’s label the elements as in Figure 4 and suppose first that B ∼= 2.
Let’s define:
f̂(x) = f(x) x ∈ A⊕ 2
f̂(c1) = u ∨ (u→ f(c0)) where u is any fixed element of F .
c0
1
c0
c1
1
c0
a0 b0
c1
1
A⊕ 2 A⊕ 2⊕ 2 A⊕ 4⊕ 2
Figure 4: Labeling B and 2
Since f(c0) ≤ f̂(c1) it is easy to check that f̂ is a lattice homomorphism; for
instance
f̂(c0) ∨ f̂(c1) = f(c0) ∨ f̂(c1) = f̂(c1) = f̂(c0 ∨ c1).
For the implication there is only one nontrivial case and we proceed to prove it:
f̂(c1)→ f̂(c0) = (u ∨ (u→ f(c0)))→ f(c0)
= (u→ f(c0)) ∧ ((u→ f(c0))→ f(c0)) by Theorem 3.10(2) [35])
= (u→ f(c0)) ∧ f(c0) by Lemma 5.1(5)
= f(c0) by the properties of residuated lattices
= f̂(c0) = f̂(c1 → c0) by definition of ordinal sum.
Next let B ∼= 4; in this case we define
f̂(x) = f(x) x ∈ A⊕ 2
f̂(a0) = (u→ f(c0))→ f(c0) u is any element of F
f̂(b0) = u→ f(c0) u is any element of F
f̂(c1) = f̂(a0) ∨ f̂(b0).
Again it is obvious that f(c0) ≤ f̂(c1), f̂(a0), f̂(b0) and this implies as above
that f̂ is a lattice homomorphism.
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Next observe that for v ∈ A \ {1}, f(d) → f(v) = f(d → v) = f(v), since
d is in a component above v. If x ∈ {c0, a0, b0, c1}, then f(c0) ≤ f̂(x) and so
Lemma 5.1(1) we get
f̂(x)→ f̂(v) = f̂(x)→ f(v) = f̂(v) = f̂(x→ v).
Now observe that
f̂(a0)→ f̂(c0) = ((u→ f(c1)→ f(c1))→ f(c1)
= u→ f(c1) by the properties of residuated lattices
= f̂(b0) = f̂(a0 → c0) by residuation;
by a similar argument f̂(b0) → f̂(c0) = f̂(b0 → c0). Next we observe that
the arguments for proving f̂(a0) → f̂(b0) = f̂(a0 → b0) and f̂(b0) → f̂(a0) =
f̂(b0 → a0) are totally similar to the one above, but using Lemma 5.1(3) and
(4). It remains to be shown that f̂(c1) → f̂(x) = f̂(c1 → x) whenever x < c1;
but it is easy and it is left to the reader.
Now we can prove the main result.
Theorem 5.9. Let κ ≤ ω be any ordinal and let A =
⊕
n<κAn where An is
either 2 or 4 for all n ∈ N. Then A⊕ 2 is projective in HA.
Proof. We will show that A is a retract of a suitable free algebra in HA. Let
K = {n < κ : An ∼= 4} and let X = {xn : 1 ≤ n < κ} ∪ {ym : m ∈ K,m 6=
0} ∪ {z}. Let F be the free Heyting algebra on X , 2 = {cκ, 1} and let’s denote
the universes of the summands of A in the following way: Ai = {ci, ai, bi, 1i} if
i ∈ K and Ai = {ci, 1i} otherwise. We define a homomorphism f : F −→ A⊕2
as the one that extends the assignment
f(0) = c0
f(xn) = cn for 1 ≤ n < κ
f(yn) = an for n ∈ K
f(z) = cκ;
Clearly f is a surjection.
Now we define a homomorphism from A ⊕ 2 to F by induction. Since
there is an obvious homomorphism from 2 to F, by Lemma 5.8 we can define
a homomorphism h0 from A0 ⊕ 2 to F using u = x1 if if 0 /∈ K and u = y1 if
0 ∈ K. By the same token if hn is the homomorphism from
⊕n
k=0 Ak ⊕ 2 that
we have defined inductively, we extend it to a hn+1 using u = xn+1 if n /∈ K
and u = yn+1 if n ∈ K. In this way hn is a homomorphism from
⊕n
k=0An ⊕ 2
in F. Let h be the mapping defined by
h(x) =

hn(x), if x ∈ An \ {1};
z, if x = cκ;
1, if x = 1.
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Since hn coincides with hn−1 on
⊕n−1
k=0 Ak, h is a homomorphism from A ⊕ 2
to F.
We will now show that fh = idA⊕2; we start proving by induction that
fhn = id⊕n
k=0
An for all n. The case n = 0 is trivial; suppose then that we have
shown that fhn is such. If n /∈ K, then
fhn+1(cn+1) = fhn(cn) = f(xn+1 ∨ (xn+1 → hn(cn))
= cn+1 ∨ (cn+1 → cn) = cn+1 ∨ cn = cn+1;
if n ∈ K, then
fhn+1(an) = f((yn → hn(cn))→ hn(cn))
= (an → cn)→ cn = bn → cn
= an
and similarly fhn+1(bn) = bn. Moreover fhn+1(cn) = fhn+1(an ∨ bn) = an ∨
bn = cn. This, plus the fact that fh(cκ) = f(z) = cκ, shown that fh = idA⊕2;
hence A is a retract of a free algebra and thus is projective in HA.
Corollary 5.10. Let κ ≤ ω be any ordinal and let A =
⊕
n<κAn where An is
either 2 or 4 for all n ∈ N. If κ = ω, then A is projective.
Proof. Since κ is infinite, it is immediate to check that A is a subalgebra of
A⊕2. But since 2 is clearly a filter of A⊕2, A is also a homomorphic image of
A⊕ 2 Hence A is a retract of a projective algebra and thus it is projective.
Note that the argument does not work for a finite ordinal sum: A0 ⊕ · · · ⊕
An need not be a subalgebra of A ⊕ 2. If fact the reader can easily check
that this happens if and only if An ∼= 2. This is another reason why the
necessary condition in Corollary 5.7 is also sufficient for finite Heyting algebras.
Projective Heyting algebras have been characterized in [15]; in this section we
have “modernized” the proofs therein using the concepts of ordinal sum and
sum irreducibility to get (we hope) a more streamlined and clear sequence of
arguments. We observe also that, if A is the algebra in Theorem 5.9 with an
infinite number of summands, one can prove (with an argument similar to the
one in Theorem 5.9) that A ⊕ FHA(x) is a retract of the free Heyting algebra
over a countable number of generators; hence it is projective as well.
6 Stonean Heyting algebras
There are two ways in which we can get Stonean subvarieties of FLew; the first
is, given a subvariety V, to consider the largest Stonean subvariety of V, i.e.
the variety SV axiomatized by (S) relative to V. Since the variety B of Boolean
algebras is contained in any such V and Boolean algebras are Stonean the variety
SV is never trivial.
Another way is to use a specific instance of the ordinal sum construction:
if A ∈ CIRL then clearly 2 ⊕ A is Stonean and B(2 ⊕ A) = 2. This implies
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that it is directly indecomposable since the Boolean elements coincide with the
central elements; in other words if A ∈ FLew and a ∈ A is a Boolean element
then A ∼= A/CgA(a, 0)×A/CgA(¬a, 1).
If W is a subvariety of CIRL, let W∗ = V({2 ⊕A : A ∈ W}); then W∗ is
always a Stonean subvariety of FLew called the 2-lifting of W. Now if V is a
subvariety of FLew one can consider the variety V0 of its zero-free subreducts.
We say that V is closed under 2-liftings if for all A ∈ V0, 2 ⊕ A ∈ V. Of
course any variety closed under ordinal sums is closed under 2-liftings but the
converse is false. For instance the variety of BL-algebras is clearly closed under
2-liftings (since 2-liftings preserve prelinearity and divisibility), but not under
ordinal sums.
Lemma 6.1. Let V be a subvariety of FLew that is closed under 2-liftings. Then
the algebras of the form 2⊕A for A ∈ V0 are exactly the directly indecomposable
members of SV; hence SV = V∗0.
It follows that the variety SHA of Stonean Heyting algebras is exactly the
variety generated by 2-liftings of Brouwerian lattices. We need a couple of facts
more; first observe that if A ∈ PnFLew (or A ∈ PnCIRL) and a ∈ A, then
Aa = 〈↑ a
n−1,∨,∧, ·,→, an−1, 1〉 is an algebra in FLew. Next:
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that A is projective in PnFLew; then 2⊕A is projective
in PnFLew.
Proof. Suppose |A| = κ and let {aλ : λ < κ} be an enumeration of the elements
of A, with the convention that a0 = 0A. Let F be the free algebra on PnFLew
on the set {xλ : λ < κ} and let f : F −→ 2 ⊕ A be the homomorphism
extending the assignment xλ 7−→ aλ. Let u = (¬x0 ∨ x0)n−1 and consider
Fu = 〈↑ un−1,∨,∧, ·,→, un−1, 1〉; then Fu ∈ PnFLew and
f(u) = f([x0 ∨ ¬x0]
n−1) = (f(x0) ∨ ¬f(x0))
n−1
= (0A ∨ ¬0A)
n−1 = (0A ∨ 0)
n−1 = 0n−1A = 0A,
where we have used the fact that 0A is idempotent in 2⊕A. Moreover, for each
generator xλ of F different from x0,
f(u ∨ xλ) = f(u) ∨ f(xλ) = 0A ∨ aλ = aλ
thus, since u ∨ xλ ≥ u, the restriction f ′ of f to Fu is an epimorphism from
Fu to A. Since A is projective there is a monomorphism g
′ : A 7−→ Fu with
f ′g′ = idA; extend g
′ to g : 2⊕A 7−→ F by setting
g(x) =
{
0, if x = 0;
g′(x), if x ∈ A.
;
then g is a monomorphism and if a ∈ A, fg(a) = fg′(a) = f ′g′(a) = a and
fg(0) = f(0) = 0. So 2 ⊕ A is a retract of F and thus it is projective in
PnFLew.
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In an analogous way, one can prove the following.
Lemma 6.3. Let A ∈ PnCIRL be bounded or finitely generated. If A is projec-
tive in PnCIRL then 2⊕A is projective in PnFLew.
Proof. If A is bounded the proof is completely analogous to the one of Lemma
6.2. If A is finitely generated, then 2 ⊕A is an homomorphic image of a free
algebra F over the set of generators {x1 . . . xn} for some n ∈ N. In this case the
proof of Lemma 6.2 can be adapted choosing u = (x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn)n−1.
From Lemmas 3.14 and 6.3 we get at once:
Corollary 6.4. Let A be a bounded or a finitely generated Brouwerian algebra.
Then 2⊕A is projective in SHA if and only if A is projective in Br.
It follows that so far we have the following classes of finite projective algebras
in SHA:
• the finite Boolean algebras (by Corollary 4.4), that are all directly decom-
posable except for 2;
• the algebras 2⊕A for some finite projective Brouwerian algebraA, Corol-
lary 6.4, all directly indecomposable;
• the finite ordinal sums of copies of 2 and 4 where at least the lowermost
and uppermost components are equal to 2 (by Theorem 5.9). These are
also all directly indecomposable.
We can narrow down things a little bit more by observing that 4 ⊕ 2 is an
Heyting algebra that is not Stonean; since it is also subdirectly irreducible it is
splitting in HA and it can be shown that its conjugate variety is exactly SHA
(see [24]). We have:
Corollary 6.5. If A is a finite Stonean Heyting algebra that is not sum irre-
ducible, then its first sum irreducible component must be 2.
Proof. Let A be a finite Heyting algebra and suppose that A = B ⊕C where
B is sum irreducible. Suppose B 6= 2, so there is a b ∈ B, b 6= 0, 1B and observe
that it is not possible that b = ¬b (via Theorem 5.1(3)). Then if b∨¬b < 1B the
set {0, b,¬b, b∨¬b, 1} is the universe of a subalgebra of B⊕C isomorphic with
4 ⊕ 2. On the other hand if b ∨ ¬b = 1B and c is the minimum of C then, by
definition of ordinal sum, the set {0, b,¬b, c, 1} is the universe of a subalgebra of
B⊕C isomorphic with 4⊕2. In any case, since 4⊕2 is splitting with conjugate
variety SHA, A = B⊕C cannot be Stonean. This proves the thesis.
This in conjunction with the above observation implies that all the finite
projective Stonean Heyting algebras that are not sum irreducible must be of
the form 2 ⊕ A for some finite projective Brouwerian algebra A. Are there
finite projective and sum irreducible Stonean Heyting algebras besides the finite
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Boolean algebras? Yes, many. Recall that Br is the variety of Brouwerian
algebras; then by Corollary 3.7 in [25] for any n ∈ N we have
FSHA(n) ∼= Π
n
k=0(2⊕ FBr(k))
(nk).
This formula does not seem very helpful is this case since in principle describing
the finitely generated free algebras in Br is by no means easier than describing
the free algebras in SHA. However for small values of n we can get some infor-
mation; clearly FBr(∅) = {1} and FBr(x) = {1, x}. Hence by the above formula
we get at once that FSHA(x) ∼= 2 × 3; so 2 × 3 is a finite sum irreducible and
projective algebra in SHA that is not Boolean. We do not have a description
of FBr(x, y) but we do know that it is infinite; the reader can check that the
zero-free reduct of the Nishimura lattice in Figure 2 is an infinite 2-generated
Brouwerian lattice. Again we get
FSHA(x, y) ∼= 2× 3× 3× (2⊕ FBr(x, y)).
Now we observe that if A is a retract of C and B is a retract of D, then A×B
is a retract of C ×D. Since the retract of any projective algebra is projective
we get at once that 2 × 3 × 3 × 2 is projective in SHA; going on, a simple
combinatorial argument shows that for any n
3n × 2
∑n
k=2 (
n
k)+1
is a finite sum irreducible projective Stonean Heyting algebra.
7 Hoops and related structures
Heyting algebras are a particular case of HL-algebras, that we recall are divisible
FLew-algebras; as a matter of fact the divisibility equation has very important
consequences in itself. Let A,B be finite commutative residuated semilattices
and let f : A −→ B be an epimorphism; for any b ∈ B we define
f∗(b) =
∧
{x ∈ A : b ≤ f(x)}.
Easy calculations show that f and f∗ form a Galois connection, i.e. given a ∈ A
and b ∈ B
f∗(b) ≤ a if and only if b ≤ f(a).
Moreover, the following holds.
Lemma 7.1. Let A,B be finite commutative residuated semilattices, f : A −→
B be an epimorphism, and f∗ defined as above. For all b ∈ B, f(f∗(b)) = b.
Proof. The inequality b ≤ f(f∗(b)) follows from the fact that f and f∗ form
a Galois connection. For the other inequality we use the assumption that f is
surjective. Indeed if there exists x ∈ A such that f(x) = b, thus by definition
f∗(b) ≤ x, hence f(f∗(b)) ≤ f(x) = b.
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This connection becomes relevant in hoops because of this result:
Lemma 7.2. Let A be a hoop and let u ∈ A be an idempotent; then for all
a, b ∈ A
u→ (a→ b) = (u→ a)→ (u→ b) (1)
u→ ab = (u→ a)(u→ b). (2)
The two properties above, albeit similar, are quite different in nature; the
first one can be proved through a standard computation [20] while the second
involves very complex calculations: it was first proved in [53] via a computer-
assisted proof. Of course the same result holds for HL-algebras and their 0-free
reducts, which we called full hoops. How does this relate with projectivity?
Consider two finite hoops A and B such that f : A −→ B is an epimorphism.
Then we can consider the Galois connection f , f∗ defined above; if we define a
function g : B 7−→ A by g(b) = f∗(1) → f∗(b), then clearly fg = idB so, if g
happens to be a homomorphism, then B is a retract of A. If this happens for
all the finite hoops of which B is a homomorphic image then B is projective in
the class of finite hoops. Indeed we can easily prove the following fact.
Proposition 7.3. Let K be a class of algebras. If every algebra B ∈ K is a
retract of every algebra A ∈ K of which it is an homomorphic image, then every
algebra in K is projective in K.
Proof. Let K be a class of algebras satisfying the hypothesis of the Proposition.
Consider any algebraC ∈ K, and suppose there is an homomorphism h : C→ B,
and an epimorphism g : A→ B. Since B is an homomorphic image of B, it is
also its retract. Thus there exists an injective homomorphism f ′ : B→ A such
that gf ′ = idB. Then we can consider the homomorphism f : C→ A, f = f ′h.
WE get gf = gf ′h = h, and thus C is projective in K.
So how far is in general g from being a homomorphism? Not much; first we
recall that the divisibility equation makes the ∧ a definable operation
a ∧ b = (a→ b)a.
Secondly we observe that f∗(1) is idempotent. Indeed [f∗(1)]2 ≤ f∗(1) follows
from integrality, and moreover since
f([f∗(1)]2) = (ff∗(1))(ff∗(1)) = 1
by the Galois connection we get the other inequality f∗(1) ≤ [f∗(1)]2. By
applying Lemma 7.2 we get that for any a, b ∈ B
f∗(1)→ (f∗(a)→ f∗(b)) = (f∗(1)→ f∗(a))→ (f∗(1)→ f∗(b))
f∗(1)→ (f∗(a)f∗(b)) = (f∗(1)→ f∗(a))(f∗(1)→ f∗(b))
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so if f∗ were a homomorphism we would be done. However this is not true in
general. Nevertheless the same conclusion can be achieved if a weaker statement
is true i.e.
f∗(1)→ (f∗(a)→ f∗(b)) = f∗(1)→ f∗(a→ b)
f∗(1)→ (f∗(a)f∗(b)) = f∗(1)→ f∗(ab).
This is exactly the case for idempotent hoops.
Lemma 7.4. If A,B are finite idempotent hoops and B is a homomorphic
image of A, then it is a retract of A. In other words any finite hoop is finitely
projective, i.e. projective in the class of finite hoops.
Proof. By our discussion above, since in idempotent hoops x∧ y = xy, we need
only to show that if f : A −→ B and a, b ∈ B then
f∗(1)→ (f∗(a)→ f∗(b)) = f∗(1)→ f∗(a→ b)
f∗(1)→ (f∗(a) ∧ f∗(b)) = f∗(1)→ f∗(a ∧ b).
The second point is easy; using the fact that f preserves → we can show that
for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B,
a ∧ f∗(b) = f∗(f(a) ∧ b).
Indeed,
f∗(f(a) ∧ b) =
∧
{x ∈ A : f(a) ∧ b ≤ f(x)}
=
∧
{x ∈ A : b ∧ f(a→ x)}
=
∧
{x ∈ A : f∗(b) ∧ a→ x}
=
∧
{x ∈ A : a ∧ f∗(b) ∧ x}.
From this it follows that f∗(b∧c) = f∗(b)∧f∗(c). For the first we let a, b, c ∈ B
and we compute
a ∧ f∗(1) ≤ f∗(b)→ f∗(c) implies a ∧ f∗(1) ∧ f∗(b) ≤ f∗(c)
implies a ∧ f∗(b) ≤ f∗(c)
implies f(a) ≤ b→ c
implies 1 = f(a)→ (b→ c)
implies 1 = f(a→ f∗(b→ c))
implies f∗(1) ≤ a→ f∗(b→ c)
implies a ∧ f∗(1) ≤ f∗(b→ c).
Therefore the proof is finished.
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Idempotent hoops are often known as Brouwerian semilattices [41]; since
the variety of Browerian semilattices is locally finite every finitely presented
algebra therein is finite, and the same transfers to any subvariety.
Corollary 7.5. [36] For every variety V of Brouwerian semilattices the finitely
presented algebras in V are exactly the finite projective members of V.
What about n-potent for n > 2? All varieties of n-potent hoops are locally
finite [18] so again finitely presented and finite coincide. However it is easy to
construct an example of a finite n-potent hoop that is not projective in the
variety of n-potent hoops (as a matter of fact any finite hoop that is not free
will do). This will become clear in Section 10 below.
If we want to transfer our argument to full hoops or to HL-algebras then
we have to take care of the join; the easiest case is the one in which the join is
definable which is equivalent to saying that the full hoop or an HL-algebra satisfy
the equation (PJ). In the idempotent case this is equivalent to consider prelinear
varieties i.e. Go¨del hoops (in case of Brouwerian semilattices) or Go¨del algebras
(in case of HL-algebras)); in both cases it is easy to see that these varieties are
locally finite. In fact the subdirectly irreducible algebras are either finite chains
or infinite chains with a coatom and any of the infinite chains will generate the
entire variety (this was already implicit in the very old paper [38]). The property
of being locally finite gives a very handy description of their dual space given
by understandable combinatorial objects called finite forests, i.e. finite disjoint
unions of finite trees. Using the fact that in finite trees every monomorphism
gives a retraction, in [27] the authors show that every finitely generated Go¨del
algebra is projective. However this is also an easy consequence of Corollary 7.5:
Corollary 7.6. Any variety of Go¨del algebras (hoops) V has the property that
its finitely presented algebras are exactly its finite projective ones.
8 Product algebras
Go¨del algebras are an example of a variety of Stonean FLew-algebras that are
prelinear, thus a subvariety of MTL, and divisible, thus a subvariety of BL.
Another relevant variety of Stonean BL-algebras is the variety of product al-
gebras, that can be defined as BL-algebras for which nonzero elements are
cancellative, i.e. satisfying
¬x ∨ ((x→ (xy))→ y) = 1. (Π)
Product algebras are important in the realm of algebraic logic as they are the
equivalent algebraic semantics of product logic, one of the fundamental fuzzy
logics arising from a continuous t-norm. The 0-free subreducts of product alge-
bras form a variety of hoops, called product hoops; for an axiomatization we
direct the reader to [6]. However, another variety of hoops is strictly related to
product algebras: the variety of cancellative hoops, i.e. basic hoops satisfying
the cancellativity law:
x→ (xy) = y. (canc)
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Cancellative hoops can be seen as negative cones of abelian lattice ordered
abelian groups (or ℓ-groups for short), and actually, they are categorically equiv-
alent to ℓ-groups [29]. But the variety of cancellative hoops, that we shall denote
by CH, can be also obtained by considering the radicals (intersection of maximal
filters) of product algebras. And actually, this relationship goes further than
that. Indeed product algebras enjoy the characterization in triples described
in [46]. More precisely, every product algebra is identified by a triple given by
its Boolean skeleton, a cancellative hoop that is its radical, and an operator
representing the natural join between them. This representation has also an
analogue for the Priestley-like dual space (see [32]).
Product algebras are Stonean and thus have a Boolean retraction term, hence
by Corollary 4.4 it follows that every finite product algebra is projective, since
the only finite product algebras are finite Boolean algebras. But what can we
say more in general about projective product algebras? The description of free
product algebras in [12] will prove useful to our task, as it decomposes the n-
generated free algebras in direct products of 2-liftings of free finitely generated
cancellative hoops, as we shall describe in detail below. This is useful, since can-
cellative hoops are categorically equivalent to ℓ-groups, and finitely generated
projective ℓ-groups have been characterized. Precisely, projective and finitely
generated ℓ-groups coincide with finitely presented ℓ-groups, as shown in [16].
Just as the property of being projective, in every variety also the concepts of
an algebra being finitely presented and finitely generated are categorical, i.e. can
be described in the abstract categorical setting as properties of morphisms (see
Theorem 3.11 and 3.12 in [1]), and thus are preserved by categorical equivalences
as well.
Proposition 8.1. Finitely presented cancellative hoops are exactly the finitely
generated and projective in their variety.
We will now show that this is the case also for product algebras. That is to
say, finitely presented product algebras coincide with the finitely generated and
projective in their variety. We are going to use the functional representation of
the free n-generated product algebra in [12], which we now recall for the reader’s
convenience.
Let us denote the free n-generated product algebra with FP(n). Since the
standard product algebra on [0, 1] is generic for the variety, FP(n) is isomor-
phic to the product subalgebra of [0, 1][0,1]
n
generated by the projection maps.
Thus, with an abuse of notation we replace FP(n) with its isomorphic functional
representative, and we shall regard every element of FP(n) as a function from
[0, 1]n to [0, 1] that we call a product function.
From Theorem 4.3, the Boolean skeleton of FP(n), B(FP(n)), coincides with
the free Boolean algebra over n generators (which are exactly the double nega-
tions of the generators of FP(n)). In particular then, B(FP(n)) is finite and
hence atomic. Calling x1, . . . , xn the free generators of FP(n), the generators of
the Boolean skeleton are ¬¬x1, . . . ,¬¬xn, thus each atom of B(FP(n)) can be
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written as a meet
n∧
i=1
¬εixi
where each εi ∈ {1, 2} and ¬
1 = ¬ and ¬2 = ¬¬. In other words, each atom
is identified by whether for each generator of B(FP(n)) we pick either itself or
its negation. Thus, to each string ε = (ε1, . . . , εn) of length n over the binary
set {1, 2} it corresponds exactly one atom of B(FP(n)), that we shall call pε.
In fact, we can identify the set of atoms of B(FP(n)), say at(n), with the set
Σ = {1, 2}n of strings ε = (ε1, . . . , εn) of length n over the binary set {1, 2} and
adopt the same notation of [12] without danger of confusion:
at(n) =
{
pε =
n∧
i=1
¬εixi | ε ∈ Σ
}
,
The reason why we are using this description is that the Boolean atoms
allow us to partition the domain of the functions of FP(n) into parts where
such functions are very easy to describe: they are in fact either Boolean (i.e.,
the functions 0¯ and 1¯, constantly equal to 0 or 1 respectively) or piecewise
monomial. Each pε is a Boolean element, which implies that on each point it
is going to have value either 0 or 1. Thus we will associate to each pε the part
of the domain [0, 1]n in which its value is 1, which we call Gε. In symbols, for
every ε = (ε1, . . . , εn), such part of the domain can be described as follows:
Gε = {(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ [0, 1]
n | ti > 0 if εi = 2 and ti = 0 if εi = 1}.
The set {Gε | ε ∈ Σ} is a partition of [0, 1]n. In what follows, for every product
function f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] and for every ε ∈ Σ, we will denote by fε the
restriction of f to Gε.
The functional representation theorem for free finitely generated product
algebras says that FP(n) is isomorphic to the set of functions f : [0, 1]
n → [0, 1]
such that, for every ε ∈ Σ, either fε = 0¯ or, if fε > 0¯ pointwise, it is continuous
and piecewise monomial. The operations are defined pointwise from the ones
of the standard product algebra, where the monoidal operation is the product
between real numbers, and the implication is defined as: x → y = 1 if x ≤ y
and otherwise x→ y = y
x
.
Moreover, for every ε ∈ {1, 2}n, the interval (0¯, pε] is isomorphic to the
free cancellative hoop over ε¯ = |{i : εi = 2}| generators. Thus the interval
[0¯, pε] is isomorphic to 2⊕FCH(ε¯). Notice that ε¯ counts the number of nonzero
coordinates of points in Gε. This leads to the following description of the free
n-generated product algebra:
FP(n) ∼=
∏
ε∈Σ
[0¯, pε] ∼=
∏
ε∈Σ
2⊕ FCH(ε¯). (3)
We are now ready to prove the following.
Proposition 8.2. Every finitely presented product algebra is projective.
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Proof. Let A be a finitely presented product algebra, that is, there is n ∈ N and
a compact congruence θ ∈ Con(FP(n)) such that FP(n)/θ ∼= A. We will prove
thatA is a retract of FP(n). From identity (3), FP(n) ∼=
∏
ε∈Σ 2⊕FCH(ε¯). Now,
in congruence distributive varieties (as it is the case for varieties of residuated
lattices) all congruences of a finite direct product are product congruences, thus
we can see θ =
∏
ε∈Σ θε where each θε is exactly the restriction of the congruence
θ on the ε-th component of the direct product. Then
A ∼= FP(n)/θ ∼=
(∏
ε∈Σ
2⊕ FCH(ε¯)
)
/θ ∼=
∏
ε∈Σ
(2⊕ FCH(ε¯))/θε.
Notice that for any nontrivial quotient of an ordinal sum of the kind 2⊕C, for
C any cancellative hoop, the congruence class of 0 only contains 0. Thus for
any ε ∈ Σ, the quotient (2 ⊕ FCH(ε¯)/θε) yields a quotient FCH(ε¯)/θ¯ε where θ¯ε
is the (compact) congruence given by the restriction of θε to FCH(ε¯) × FCH(ε¯).
Now, FCH(ε¯)/θ¯ε is a finitely presented cancellative hoop, thus by Proposition
8.1 it is also projective. Equivalently, FCH(ε¯)/θ¯ε is (isomorphic to) a subalgebra
of FCH(ε¯) and then clearly, 2⊕(FCH(ε¯)/θ¯ε) ∼= (2⊕FCH(ε¯))/θε is (isomorphic to)
a subalgebra of 2 ⊕ FCH(ε¯). Thus we get that the quotient on the free algebra
FP(n) induces a subalgebra on each component of the product
∏
ε∈Σ 2⊕FCH(ε¯),
to which the free algebra is isomorphic. Considering that PS ≤ SP (the product
of subalgebras is a subalgebra of the product), we get:
A ∼=
∏
ε∈Σ
(2⊕ FCH(ε¯))/θε ≤
∏
ε∈Σ
2⊕ FCH(ε¯) ∼= FP(n)
Thus A is a retract of FP(n) and the proof is complete.
We now want to show that all projective and finitely generated product alge-
bras are finitely presented. That is, let A be a projective and finitely generated
product algebra. Then A is a retract of a free finitely generated product alge-
bra. We will show that A is a quotient of such free algebra given by a compact
(equivalently, finitely generated) congruence.
Proposition 8.3. All projective and finitely generated product algebras are
finitely presented.
Proof. Let A be a projective and finitely generated product algebra. Thus A
is a retract of a finitely generated free product algebra FP(n), for some n ∈ N.
Thus A is isomorphic to a quotient: A ∼= FP(n)/θ that is also (isomorphic to)
a subalgebra of FP(n). We want to show that θ is a compact congruence.
Using again the identity (3), and the fact that in congruence distributive
varieties the operators of homomorphic images and finite direct products com-
mute, we have that θ is a product congruence, thus θ =
∏
ε∈Σ θε and
A ∼=
(∏
ε∈Σ
2⊕ FCH(ε¯)
)
/θ ∼=
∏
ε∈Σ
(2⊕ FCH(ε¯))/θε ≤
∏
ε∈Σ
2⊕ FCH(ε¯). (4)
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We will show that each θε has to be compact.
First, we observe that for each ε ∈ Σ, (2⊕FCH(ε¯))/θε ≤ 2⊕FCH(ε¯). Indeed
A is a subalgebra of FP(n) and the restriction of every subalgebra of FP(n)
on each Gε gives a subalgebra on [0¯, pε] ∼= 2 ⊕ FCH(ε¯). More precisely, the
isomorphism FP(n) ∼=
∏
ε∈Σ 2 ⊕ FCH(ε¯) maps each function f ∈ FP(n) to the
direct product of the maps f ∧ pε restricted to Gε:
f 7−→
∏
ε∈Σ
(f ∧ pε)|Gε .
Furthermore, f ∧ pε is 0 outside of Gε and the Gǫ’s are a partition, thus f =∨
ε∈Σ
f ∧ pε, and each f ∧ pε is in the interval [0¯, pε] ∼= 2⊕ FCH(ε¯).
Thus if we consider Aε as:
Aε = {(f ∧ pε)|Gε : f ∈ A}
it is easy to see that Aε is a subalgebra of [0¯, pε] ∼= 2 ⊕ FCH(ε¯). Indeed the
operations in the free algebra are defined pointwise, and each function of Aε
corresponds to a function of A that is identical over Gε and it is 0 outside. Thus
eachAε is a subalgebra on 2⊕FCH(ε¯). In particular we have thatA ∼=
∏
ε∈ΣAε.
Here Aε ∼= (2⊕ FCH(ε¯))/θε ≤ 2⊕ FCH(ε¯).
Thus for each ε ∈ Σ, (2⊕FCH(ε¯))/θε is a retract of 2⊕FCH(ε¯). Restricting
both the quotient and the injection to FCH(ε¯), analogously to the proof of 8.2,
this yields a retraction FCH(ε¯)/θ¯ε on each FCH(ε¯). But then each FCH(ε¯)/θ¯ε is
a projective cancellative hoop, thus finitely presented (Proposition 8.1). Hence,
each congruence θ¯ε is compact, which implies that the congruence θε referred
to each interval [0, pε] is also compact. This holds for each ε ∈ Σ, and since the
cardinality of Σ is finite, we can conclude that θ =
∏
ε∈Σ θε is also compact.
Thus, A is finitely presented.
Corollary 8.4. Finitely presented product algebras are exactly the finitely gen-
erated and projective of their variety.
9 Applications through categorical equivalences
Given the results in [13],[23], each Stonean subvariety of FLew is categorically
equivalent to a subvariety of FLew generated by disconnected rotations of CIRLs.
In particular, given a variety V of Stonean FLews, let V
− be the class of CIRLs
that constitute the radicals of algebras in V. Then V is a variety, that does
not necessarily correspond to the variety of 0-free subreducts of V. Indeed, as
mentioned in the previous section, 0-free subreducts of product algebras are
product hoops, while the variety of radicals of product algebras is given by the
variety of cancellative hoops. Given a variety of Stonean FLew-algebras V, its
equivalent algebraic category is the one corresponding to the variety of FLew-
algebras generated by disconnected rotations of algebras in V−. For example,
we have categorical equivalences between the following algebraic categories:
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• Stonean FLew-algebras and the variety generated by disconnected rotations
of CIRLs, called wIDL in [23] [54].
• The variety of Stonean (or equivalently, pseudocomplemented) MTL al-
gebras, SMTL, and the variety generated by disconnected rotations of
GMTL-algebras (prelinear CIRLs), sIDL in [23], [54];
• Product algebras and the variety generated by perfectMV-algebras, DLMV;
• Go¨del algebras and nilpotent minimum algebras without negation fixpoint,
NM−;
• Stonean Heyting algebras and regular Nelson lattices without negation
fixpoint NR−.
As already pointed out, both projectivity and the notion of being finitely pre-
sented are categorical notions, thus we can transfer some of the results we ob-
tained. From the fact that finitely presented product algebras correspond to
the finitely generated projective algebras in the variety (Corollary 8.4), we get
the following result on the variety generated by perfect MV-algebras (or, equiv-
alently, by Chang MV-algebra).
Corollary 9.1. Finitely presented perfect MV-algebras are exactly the finitely
generated and projective in the variety DLMV.
In particular, all finite Boolean algebras (which means, all finite DLMV-
algebras) are projective in the variety, which is in contrast with the fact that
the only finite projective MV-algebra is the two-elements Boolean algebra [28].
From the fact that all finite (or equivalently, finitely presented) Go¨del algebras
are projective (Corollary 7.6 ) we obtain the corresponding result for nilpotent
minimum without negation fixpoint.
Corollary 9.2. Finite NM−-algebras are exactly the finitely generated and pro-
jective in the variety.
What about the whole variety of nilpotent minimum algebras, NM? First of
all, we notice that not all finite algebras in NM are projective. In fact, a nec-
essary condition for an algebra in FLew to be projective, it is that it allows an
homomorphism to the Boolean algebra 2 (Lemma 4.1). But every nilpotent min-
imum algebra that has a fixpoint of the negation does not have a homomorphism
into 2. In fact, let f be the fixpoint, thus f = ¬f . Suppose h is a homomorphism
to 2, and assume that h(f) = 1. But then h(¬f) = h(f) = 1 6= 0 = ¬h(f). An
identical reasoning holds if we assume h(f) = 0, thus an algebra with a fixpoint
cannot be projective. However, we can show that whenever a finite NM-algebra
B is an homomorphic image of a finite NM-algebra A, it is also a retract.
Proposition 9.3. Every finite NM-algebra is finitely projective.
Proof. Suppose a finite NM-algebra B is an homomorphic image through a
homomorphism h of a finite NM-algebra A. Since A is finite, it is isomorphic to
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a finite direct product of directly indecomposable algebras, A ∼= (
∏
i∈I Ai) and
B ∼= (
∏
i∈I Ai)/θ for θ = ker(h). Since in a congruence distributive variety the
operator giving homomorphic images and that of finite direct products commute,
B ∼=
∏
iAi/θi. Since products of subalgebras are subalgebras of products, it
suffices to show that for each factor, every Ai/θi is a subalgebra of Ai. Now,
each Ai is either a connected or a disconnected rotation of a Go¨del hoop, for
which Corollary 7.5 holds. The quotient on Ai is determined by what it does to
the radical (i.e., the Go¨del hoop). From Corollary 7.5 we have that the quotient
on the radical is also a subalgebra of Ai, and it is easy to see that this extends
to the whole factor.
Thus, we showed that whenever a finite NM-algebra B is an homomorphic
image of a finite NM-algebra A, it is also a retract, and this implies the claim.
Finally, since from Corollary 6.4 we know that the lifting of a bounded
Brouwerian algebra A is projective in SHA if and only if A is projective in Br,
we also get the following results about regular Nelson lattices without negation
fixpoint NR−.
Corollary 9.4. Let A be a bounded or a finitely generated Brouwerian algebra.
The disconnected rotation of A is projective in NR− if and only if A is projective
in Br.
10 Algebraic unification theory: an application
The origin of unification theory is usually attributed to Julia Robinson [52].
The classical syntactic unification problem is: given two term s, t (built from
function symbols and variables), find a unifier for them, that is, a uniform
replacement of the variables occurring in s and t by other terms that makes s and
t identical. When the latter syntactical identity is replaced by equality modulo
a given equational theory E, one speaks of E-unification. Unsurprisingly, E-
unification can be a lot harder than syntactic unification even when the theory
E is fairly well understood. To ease this problem S. Ghilardi in [36] proposed a
new approach and it is the approach we are going to follow here. A unification
problem for a variety V is a finitely presented algebra in V; a solution is a
homomorphism u : A −→ P, where P is a projective algebra in V. In this case
u is called a unifier for A and we say that A is unifiable. If u1, u2 are two
different unifiers for an algebra A (with projective targets P1 and P2) we say
that u1 ismore general than u2 if there exists a homomorphismm : P1 7−→ P2
such that mu1 = u2. The relation “being less general” is a preordering on the
unifiers of A so we can consider the associated equivalence relation; then the
equivalence classes (i.e. the unifiers that are “equally general”) form a partially
ordered set UA. It is customary to assign a type to the algebra according to
how many maximal elements UA has; in this context we are only interested in
the so called unitary type which happens if UA has a maximum, i.e. there is
only one maximal element. The type of a variety V is unitary if every unifiable
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algebra A ∈ V has unitary type. In this case where the type of A is unitary
then the maximum in in UA is called themost general unifier (mgu for short)
of A. We like to separate the case in which mgu is of a special kind: we say that
A has strong unitary type if its mgu is the identity. A variety V has strong
unitary type if every unifiable algebra in V has strong unitary type.
The connection with the present paper is given by the following easy obser-
vation:
Lemma 10.1. Let V by any variety; then the following are equivalent.
1. V has strong unitary type;
2. for any finitely presented algebra A ∈ V, A is unifiable if and only if it is
projective.
In [36] S. Ghilardi used implicitly this lemma to prove that any variety of
Brouwerian semilattices and any variety generated by a quasi-primal algebra has
strong unary type. Any finitely presented (i.e. finite) Brouwerian semilattice is
unifiable since it a has homomorphism into {1} that is the free algebra on the
empty set; on the other hand any finite Brouwerian semilattice is projective by
Lemma 7.4. The same holds (see the first section of this paper) for varieties
generated by a quasi-primal algebras with no minimal nontrivial subalgebras
(as the variety of Boolean algebras). In case the variety is generated by a quasi-
primal algebra with nontrivial minimal subalgebras, then it is not true that
every finite algebra is projective, but still every unifiable algebra is projective
[36].
The same conclusion applies to all the varieties of FLew-algebras for which
we have proved that point (2) of Lemma 10.1 holds:
Theorem 10.2. The following varieties all have strong unitary type:
1. all subvarieties of Go¨del algebras and Go¨del hoops (in particular the variety
of Boolean algebras and the variety of generalized Boolean algebras);
2. the variety of product algebras;
3. the variety of cancellative hoops;
4. the variety generated by perfect MV-algebras;
5. the variety of nilpotent minimum algebras without negation fixpoint.
Note that all the varieties above, except NM−, are really varieties of BL-
algebras or basic hoops. Are there varieties of BL-algebras (or basic hoops)
whose type is unitary but not strongly unitary (i.e. the mgu is not the identity)?
W. Dzik in [30] showed that n-potent basic hoops have unitary type but not
strong unitary type; his proof is totally syntactical so let’s translate it in our
language.
Suppose we have a finite basic hoop A; then A is k-potent for some k and
A ∼= Fn/θ where Fn is the k-potent free algebra on n generators and θ is a
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congruence (necessarily compact, since Fn is finite), of Fn. Then θ is generated
by a finite number of pairs (g1, 1), . . . , (gk, 1)
1; this implies that for g, h ∈ Fn,
Cg
Fn
(g, h) = Cg
Fn
((g → h) ∧ (h → g), 1) for some g1, . . . , gk ∈ Fn. Let
h = g1 ∧ . . . ∧ gn; we define v : A 7−→ Fn by
v(t/θ) = t(hn → x1, . . . , h
n → xn).
Now, since hn is idempotent, by induction on the formation of t and by Lemma
7.2 we conclude that v(t/θ) = hn → t; v is well-defined, since it is easy to
see that if (t, t′) ∈ θ, then hn → t = hn → t′ (just because θ is generated by
(g1, 1), . . . , (gk, 1)). Finally, again by Lemma 7.2, v is a homomorphism and,
since Fn is projective, it is a unifier for A.
Let’s show that it is the mgu for A; let u : A −→ P be another unifier. Since
P is projective we may assume that P is a retract of Fm the free n-potent hoop
on m generators with m ≥ n. Let’s consider the diagram in Figure 5, where
r : P 7−→ Fm and s : Fm 7−→ Fn are the embeddings induced by the retractions
and i is the canonical immersion (note that s ◦ i is the identity on Fn). Then
using some hoop theory and the properties of free algebras the reader can check
that the diagram commute, i.e. r ◦ u = i ◦ v; therefore
s ◦ r ◦ u = s ◦ i ◦ v = v.
So by definition u is less general than v and v is the mgu, not the identity map.
Fn
A = Fn/θ
Fm
P
u
v r
s
i
Figure 5: v is the mgu
Now we can also give an answer to a point that was left hanging in Section
7: it is not possible that all finite k-potent hoops are projective in the variety
of k-potent hoops. In fact if this were the case, then any finite k-potent basic
hoop would also be projective in the variety of k-potent basic hoops. Hence
by Lemma 10.1 the variety of k-potent basic hoops would have strong unary
type, which we showed to be false. Actually the same argument as above proves
and even stronger statement: the only finite k-potent hoops whose mgu is the
identity are the free ones.
1here we use the fact that any variety of commutative integral residuated lattices is ideal
determined in the sense of [10]
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For varieties of n-potent BL-algebras a similar result holds [30] but with
a different mgu. In general the situation for bounded commutative residuated
lattices is different; From Lemma 4.1, any unifiable algebra must have an epi-
morphism on the two element algebra 2. However there are finite algebras that
cannot have 2 as an image, e.g. the three element Wajsberg chain, so not ev-
ery finitely presented algebra is unifiable even in very well-behaved subvarieties.
Again we have a simple observation:
Lemma 10.3. For a variety V of bounded commutative residuated lattices the
following are equivalent:
1. for any finitely presented A ∈ V, if A has 2 as a homomorphic image,
then A is projective;
2. V has strong unitary type.
The property (2) in Lemma 10.3 is sometimes called groundedness. D. Valota
et. al. (private communication) classified several subvarieties of MTL enjoying
groundedness; we remark that in some cases their results overlap with ours.
11 Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated commutative integral residuated lattices
mainly using some well established constructions (such as the ordinal sum or the
disconnected rotation) within varieties having some strong structural properties
(such as being Stonean, or divisible, or having a Boolean retraction term). Of
course this by no means exhausts the possible techniques that we have already
available (not to mention the new ones that could arise naturally from the in-
vestigation) and a complete list of things worth investigating would be almost
endless. In this section we would like to point out a couple of directions.
Regarding BL-algebras: we have examined the cases of Go¨del algebras and
product algebras. For varieties of MV-algebras there is a result worth mention-
ing:
Theorem 11.1. [28] Let V be a locally finite variety of MV-algebras; then a
finitely generated (hence finite) algebra A ∈ V is projective if and only if it is
isomorphic with 2×A′ for some finite A′ ∈ V.
Now a proper subvariety of variety of MV-algebras is either locally finite or
contains DLMV (and every finitely presented algebra in DLMV is projective),
and the problem of classifying the finitely presented projective algebras in sub-
varieties of MV does not seem out of reach. However we have to be careful since
the proof of Theorem 11.1 uses critically the description of the free algebras in
locally finite subvarieties of MV-algebras and such a description is not available
in the general case. The situation is even more complex in case of Wajsberg
hoops (the zero-free subreducts of MV-algebras), since the free Wajsberg hoops
are different (see [8]); the only variety of Wajsberg hoops about which we have
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some information about the projective elements are the variety of generalized
Boolean algebras and the variety of cancellative hoops. More generally we could
investigate n-potent varieties of BL-algebras (or basic hoops) that are all locally
finite; in this case however the description of the subdirectly irreducible algebras
in BL in [7] could be used to shed some light on the subject.
Then there are some questions regarding unification; we know that the vari-
ety of MV-algebras does not have unitary unification type (in fact its unification
type is 0 [44]). On the other hand using Theorem 11.1 we can show that every
locally finite variety of MV-algebras has strong unitary type and here is an easy
argument. Let V be such a variety and suppose that A ∈ V is finite and unifi-
able; then there is a homomorphism f : A −→ 2 × B for some finite algebra
B ∈ V. Let p be the first projection on the direct product and let g = pf ; then
the function
h(a) = 〈g(a), a〉
is clearly a monomorphism of A into 2×A, that is projective by Theorem 11.1.
So A is a retract of a projective algebra an so it is projective as well; hence
every unifiable algebra in V is projective and Lemma 10.1 applies. Note that
DLMV is a non locally finite variety of MV-algebras having strong unitary type
so as above we are left with the non locally finite subvarieties containing DLMV.
More generally, which information about the projective members of a variety
can be obtained by knowing its unification type?
We intend to address these problems (and more) in the immediate future.
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